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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a new graph-based query language and its query processing for a Graph-based Video
Database Management System (GVDBMS). Although extensive researches have proposed various query lan-
guages for video databases, most of them have the limitation in handling general-purpose video queries. Each
method can handle speciﬁc data model, query type or application. In order to develop a general-purpose video
query language, we ﬁrst produce Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG) for each video, which represents spatial
and temporal information of video objects. An STRG data model is generated from the STRG by exploiting
object-oriented model. Based on the STRG data model, we propose a new graph-based query language named
STRG-QL, which supports various types of video query. To process the proposed STRG-QL, we introduce a
rule-based query optimization that considers the characteristics of video data, i.e., the hierarchical correlations
among video segments. The results of our extensive experimental study show that the proposed STRG-QL is
promising in terms of accuracy and cost.
Keywords: Video database management systems, video query language, spatio-temporal region graph
1. INTRODUCTION
As a signiﬁcant amount of video data has been generated in various areas, such as entertainment, business,
education, science, and security, the demand for video database management system (VDBMS) to organize and
manage it has increased recently. One of the main functions in this system is content-based video retrieval.
Innumerable algorithms and techniques have been proposed to support this function, which can be classiﬁed
into three categories: (1) visual feature based retrieval systems1,2 which use visual features (i.e., color, shape,
texture, etc.) of key frames to index frames, shots and scenes, (2) keyword based retrieval systems3 which use
manually extracted text information from video segments, and (3) object based retrieval systems which use
spatio-temporal relationships among extracted objects.4,5 A common challenge for the systems is to support the
query processing for content-based query, search, and retrieval of video data.
Two main components of query processing are the query language and its processing. Many video query
languages have been proposed, which can be divided into three groups as follows: (1) entirely new and specialized
languages6,7 which are developed to support domain speciﬁc applications and data models, (2) SQL-like query
languages8–11 which are based on some extensions of SQL, and (3) OQL-like query languages12,13 which are
based on some extensions of OQL. Table 1 shows the summary of various query languages mentioned above. As
seen in the table, most works are designed for the particular data models and applications. In addition, only a
limited number of query types are supported in each system.
In our previous work, we proposed a graph-based data structure, called Spatio-Temporal Region Graph
(STRG) for video data.14 An STRG represents spatial and temporal information among the objects extracted
from the video sequence. To construct STRG from a video, a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) is generated from
each frame, and connected to each other temporally. An STRG provides a more ﬂexible way to access video
data, and supports various types of content-based queries.
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Table 1. Summary of various query languages for video
Name Basis DBMS Algebra Target Data Data Structure Query Type Visualizaton
TVQL [13]
OQL Vstore O-Algebra Multimedia Graph Sequence query XGOQL [25]
new MMVIS X Video Event X Visual query O
CVQL [16] new VDBMS X Video Frame Content Object Content query X
STQL [10] SQL MDBMS Extend Relational Moving Object Extend Relational Temporal query O
VQP [1] SQL VDBMS X Stream Video Streaming Data Temporal join X
Rule-based [26] SQL BilVideo Extend Relational Video Segment X Knowledge query X
MOQL [19] OQL ObjectStore Object Algebra Video Object X Content query X
VideoSQL [23] SQL OVID X Video Frame Video Object Content query X
This paper proposes a new query language named STRG-QL and query processing. The motivation of
STRG-QL and its processing is threefold. First, spatial and temporal information among video objects need
to be represented properly. Second, the logical structure of video and hierarchical relationships between video
segments (i.e., frame, object, shot, and video) need to be expressed appropriately. Third, a query language
needs to be simple and ﬂexible to handle various types of queries. To address these, we ﬁrst deﬁne STRG data
model using STRG and Object Deﬁnition Language (ODL).15 An STRG data model can represent the logical
structure of a video, and hierarchical relationships among video segments. Then, STRG-QL is developed to
support various types of video queries. STRG-QL is an extension of Object Query Language (OQL)15 by adding
some functions and expressions. To process an STRG-QL, we introduce a rule-based query optimization which
considers the characteristics of video data. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We introduce the formal deﬁnitions of graph-based video database managements including data model,
query processing, and query optimization.
• We propose a new query language, STRG-QL that supports various query types such as Query by Example
(QBE), and Query by Feature (QBF). In addition, we introduce several operational functions to handle
STRG data model.
• We propose a rule-based query optimization considering the logical structure of video and hierarchical
relationships among video segments, which provides more eﬃcient STRG-QL processing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG)
for video objects. An STRG data model is discussed in Section 3. The syntax and additional functions of STRG-
QL are introduced with some example queries in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide a detailed discussion on the
proposed rule-based STRG query processing strategy. The performance study is reported in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 presents some concluding remarks and future work.
2. SPATIO-TEMPORAL REGION GRAPH FOR VIDEO
In this section, we describe a graph-based video data structure, called Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG)
proposed in our previous work.14 Then, we extend it to general hierarchical levels of video by adding STRG
parsing system.
2.1 STRG Producing
For a given video, each frame is segmented into a number of regions using a region segmentation technique
(EDISON).16 Then, Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) is obtained by converting each region into a node, and
spatial relationships among regions into edges. An RAG is good for representing spatial relationships among the
nodes indicating the segmented regions. However, it cannot represent temporal characteristics of a video. We
proposed a graph-based data structure for video objects, Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG) in our previous
work.14 The STRG can handle both temporal and spatial characteristics of video object, which is deﬁned as
follows:
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Definition 1. Given a video S, a Spatio-Temporal Region Graph, Gst(S), is a six-tuple graph, Gst(S) =
{V,ES , ET , ν, ξ, τ}, where V is a ﬁnite set of nodes for segmented regions from S, ES ⊆ V × V is a ﬁnite set of
spatial edges of S, ET ⊆ V ×V is a ﬁnite set of temporal edges of S, ν : V → AV is a set of functions generating
node attributes, ξ : ES → AES is a set of functions generating spatial edge attributes, and τ : ET → AET is a
set of functions generating temporal edge attributes,
In STRG, the node attributes (AV ) represent size (i.e., number of pixels), dominant color, and location of
corresponding region, the spatial edge attributes (AES ) represent the relationships between two adjacent nodes
such as spatial distance and orientation, and the temporal edge attributes (AET ) represent the relationships
between corresponding nodes in two consecutive frames such as velocity and moving direction. Figure 1 (a) and
(b) are actual frames in a sample video and their region segmentation results, respectively. Figure 1 (c) shows a
part of STRG for frames #141 − #143 constructed by adding temporal edges which are horizontal lines between
the frames.
(c) STRG
Frame #141 Frame  #142 Frame  #143
(a) Actural Frames
(b) Region Segmentations
Figure 1. Example of STRG for frame #141 − #143
An STRG is an extension of RAGs by adding temporal edges (ET ) to them. ET represents temporal re-
lationships between two corresponding nodes in consecutive RAGs. Therefore, the main procedure of building
STRG is how to construct ET . To ﬁnd the corresponding nodes in two consecutive RAGs, we use a graph-based
tracking algorithm developed in our previous work.14
2.2 STRG Parsing
After we generate an STRG for a video, we need to partition it into shots for higher level content analysis
and indexing. Although an STRG provides important information about a video such as spatial and temporal
relationships among objects, it still requires high computational complexity due to various graph operations.
A video shot, deﬁned as a collection of interrelated consecutive frames taken contiguously by a single camera
operation, is meaningful to serve as an elementary unit to address this. Shot boundaries can be detected by
employing a metric to measure the diﬀerence between two consecutive frames. This is based on the fact that
the content remains nearly the same in a shot. If the diﬀerence is less than a certain threshold value, two
frames are considered to be in the same shot. To measure the diﬀerence, we compute a temporal connectivity
between two consecutive RAGs (frames), which is the number of temporal edges (ET ) between two consecutive
RAGs. If the temporal connectivity exceeds more than a certain threshold value, the two frames corresponding
to the two RAGs are considered to be in the same shot. Otherwise, the two frames are considered to be in two
diﬀerent shots. After detecting shot boundaries of an STRG, we compute a key RAG (key frame) of each shot
to characterize it.
Each segmented STRG (i.e., shot) is decomposed into Object Graphs (OGs) and a Background Graph (BG).
An OG represents an object moving over frames, which can be deﬁned as a set of sequential nodes connected to
each other by a set of temporal edges (ET ). An OG is a subgraph of STRG such that the spatial edge set ES
is empty. However, due to the limitations of region segmentation techniques, diﬀerent color regions belonging
to a single object cannot be always detected as a single region. For instance, a body of a person may consist of
several regions such as the head, the upper body and the lower body. In order to merge two OGs which belong
to a single object, we consider the attributes (i.e. velocity and moving direction) of the temporal edges (ET ). If
two OGs have same moving direction and the same velocity, these can be merged into one.
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A video frame usually consists of two areas: foreground and background. A foreground is the main target on
which a camera focuses, and a background is a supporting area that does not change signiﬁcantly over the time
in a shot. Generally speaking, it is suﬃcient to maintain only one Background Graph (BG) for each segmented
STRG (shot) where there is little diﬀerence in the background over the frames. The main idea of building a BG
is inspired by adaptive background modeling and mosaic techniques.17 In order to obtain a background graph
for each shot, we ﬁrst subtract all OGs from STRG, and overlap all subtracted RAGs which belong to the same
shot by matching temporal edges (ET ).
3. STRG DATA MODEL
In this section, we deﬁne STRG data model based on the object-oriented data model. In order to facilitates high
level manipulations of video content, we propose STRG data model using an ODMG ODL schema.15 First, we
deﬁne four basic classes of STRG data model as seen in Figure 2; Node, Edge, RAG, and STRG. Each class
represents both its class name and a type of objects belonging to the class.
class Node (extent Nodes)
{ attribute Short location;
  attribute Short size;
  attribute Short color;
};
class Edge (extent Edges)
{ attribute String e_type;
  attribute set<Node> nodes;
  attribute Double velocity;
  attribute Double direction;
};
class RAG (extent RAGs)
{ attribute set<Node> nodes;
  attribute set<Edge> Sedges;
};
class STRG (extent STRGs
{ attribute set<Node> nodes;
  attribute set<Edge> sedges;
  attribute set<Edge> tedges;
};
Figure 2. Four basic classes in STRG data model
• Node type is an ordinary object type which represents a segmented region in a video frame. It can have
the attributes in which each value is a basic type, i.e., short. Objects of Node types are the nodes of
RAG and STRG. A Node represents a single semantic object in a frame.
• Edge type is a sequence type, and its base type is a Node type. Objects of Edge type must be sequences
of two Nodes. It can have the additional attributes in which each value is a basic type such as string
and double. Objects of Edge types are the edges of RAG and STRG. An Edge represent either spatial
relationship (adjacency) or temporal relationship (tracking) between two objects in a video.
• RAG type is a tuple type with two special attributes, Node and Edge which contain a set of node and
edge objects, respectively. A RAG represents spatial information among objects in a frame.
• STRG type is a tuple type with three special attributes, Node and two types of Edges. One Edge is
for spatial edges, and the other is for temporal edges. In an STRG object, its Node and Edge attributes
contain a set of node and edge objects, respectively. A STRG represents spatial and temporal relationships
among objects in a video segment.
We now deﬁne the ODL schema which describes a video database including videos, shots, moving objects, and
backgrounds. Figure 3 shows four classes of the schema: Video, Shot, OG and BG. For every class we declare
an extent, which refers to the current collection of all objects in that class. Each raw video is modeled as Video
object. A Video provides some attributes describing the basic characteristics of a raw video data, i.e., video
name and a set of shots that a video contains. A Shot models each segmented shot in a video. It provides some
attributes describing a set of RAGs representing frames, a key RAG (frame), and moving objects and background
belonging to it. An OG and a BG model individual object graph and background graph respectively, mentioned
in Section 2.
4. STRG QUERY LANGUAGE (STRG-QL)
In this section, we propose STRG Query Language (STRG-QL) from STRG data model. STRG-QL is an OQL-
like query language to design, manipulate and query video objects. The STRG-QL is a superset of OQL. It
recognizes the syntax of OQL but it also provides additional operators, functions and predicates to manipulate
STRG data model.
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class Video (extent Videos 
             key v_id)
{ attribute Short v_id;
  attribute String name;
  relationship set<Shot> shots
       inverse Shot::video;
other attributes;
};
class Shot (extent Shots 
            key s_id)
{ attribute Short s_id;
  attribute set<RAG> frames;
  attribute RAG keyframe;
  relationship Video video
       inverse Video::shots;
  relationship set<OG> ogs
       inverse OG::shot;
  relationship BG bg
       inverse BG::shot; 
  other attributes;
};
class OG (extent OGs key o_id)
{ attribute Short o_id;
  attribute set<Node> nodes;
  attribute set<Edge> tedges;
  relationship Shot shot
       inverse Shot::ogs;
other attributes;
};
class BG (extent BGs key b_id)
{ attribute Short b_id;
  attribute set<Node> nodes;
  attribute set<Edge> sedges;
  attribute set<Edge> tedges;
  relationship Shot shot
       inverse Shot::bg;
other attributes;
};
Figure 3. ODL schema of GVDBMS using STRG model
As in OQL, STRG-QL uses the traditional “select ... from ... where ...” statements for querying. However,
each clause has an extended meaning in terms of graphs. An STRG-QL query can be expressed by the following
structure.
• SELECT: target of query
• FROM: range (or source) of query
• WHERE: condition (or predicate) of query
In SELECT clause, the target of a query is speciﬁed, i.e., videos (Videos), shots (Shots), moving objects
(OGs), backgrounds (BGs), etc. Also, video browsing functions can be used in SELECT clause, such as
SUMMARY(). The range (or source) of query is speciﬁed in FROM clause, which deﬁnes the search space of
a query. In addition, a query video given by a user is speciﬁed in this clause, which makes STRG-QL support
Query by Example. The qualiﬁcation of a query is speciﬁed in WHERE clause. Objects in the FROM clause
are evaluated by the speciﬁed predicates to get the results. Here is a typical example of STRG-QL.
Q1: Find key frames  of a ll shots  which belong to the  video id = 1
SELECT  s .keyframe  FROM s  in Shots  WHERE  s .vid = 1;
This simple query retrieves the key frame of each shot. Full descriptions of STRG-QL syntax will be discussed
in the following subsection.
4.1 Extended Functions in STRG-QL
The proposed extended functions in STRG-QL are related to graph operations (i.e., graph matching and sub-
graph isomorphism) and video presentations (i.e., video summary). Unlike existing video query languages which
considered spatial or temporal predicates, the proposed STRG-QL does not need to consider those predicates
since STRG data model implicitly includes spatial and temporal information. In the following, new functions in
STRG-QL are introduced.
4.1.1 GDM()
In order to compute the distance (dissimilarity) between two RAGs or BGs, we deﬁne a graph matching algorithm,
called Graph Dissimilarity Measure (GDM), which uses the maximal common subgraph.18 The graph dissimilarity
measure GDM between two graphs G1 and G2 can be deﬁned as follows.
Definition 2. The Graph Dissimilarity Measure (GDM) between G1 and G2 is deﬁned as:
GDM(G1, G2) = 1− |GC |
max(|G1|, |G2|)
where |G| denotes the number of nodes of G, and GC is the maximal common subgraph of G1 and G2. In Deﬁnition 3,
GC can be computed based on maximal clique detection.19 In GDM(), the possible operands are any types of
graphs (i.e., BG, RAG or STRG).
This query return all shots whose background and key frame are the same. Using GDM() to compare two
RAGs or BGs, we allow a certain error margin to ﬁnd similar graphs, since it is rare to ﬁnd identical graphs in
STRG data model. In this case, we use a certain threshold value (δ) for the error margin.
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Q2: Find s_id of a ll shots  of which background and key frame are  same.
SELECT b.shot.s_id  FROM b in BGs WHERE GDM(b.nodes , b.shot.keyframe.node) <  ;
4.1.2 GED()
Since GDM() is designed for the general purpose of graph matching such as RAGs and BGs, it is not suitable to
use GDM() for OGs which are time-varying data. In order to address this, we consider the temporal characteristic
of OG to compute the distance (dissimilarity) between two OGs. Since the edit distance can handle not only graph
matching, but also time-varying data, we extend it to Graph Edit Distance (GED). Since the main operations
to edit graphs deal with nodes and their attributes rather than edges, we consider only the nodes and their
attributes. Let OGsm = {vs1, . . . , vsm, νs} and OGtn = {vt1, . . . , vtn, νt} be sth and tth OGs with m and n number
of nodes, respectively. The distance function GED between OGsm and OG
t
n can be deﬁned as follows.
Definition 3. The Graph Edit Distance (GED) between OGsm and OGtn is deﬁned as:
GED(OGsm, OG
t
n) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑m
i=1 |vsi − gi| if n = 0,∑n
i=1 |vti − gi| if m = 0,
min[GED(OGsm−1, OG
t
n−1) + dist(v
s
m, v
t
n),
GED(OGsm−1, OG
t
n) + dist(v
s
m, gap),
GED(OGsm, OG
t
n−1) + dist(gap, v
t
n)]
otherwise.
where gap is an added, deleted or changed node, and gi =
vi−1+vi
2
is a gap for ith node. And,
dist(vsi , v
t
j) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
|vsi − vtj | if vsi ,vtj are not a gap
|vsi − gj | if vtj is a gap
|vtj − gi| if vsi is a gap.
For better readability, let v indicate a value ν(v) of node attribute. dist is the cost function for editing nodes.
Q3: Find o_id of a ll moving objects  which have the  same  moving pattern to moving 
objects  in the  shot id = 1
SELECT o.o_id FROM o in OGs, q in ( s e lect a .ogs  from a  in S hots  where a .s_id = 1 )
WHERE  GED(o.nodes , q.nodes) <  ;
Q3 gives a list of OGs whose moving pattern is same as those of the shot (s id = 1) by GED(). We allow a
certain threshold value (ε) for the error margin like using δ of GDM().
4.1.3 SUMMARY()
Since consecutive frames in a segmented shot are little diﬀerent, it is eﬃcient to summarize a long video without
loss of main semantics when the frames are compared or browsed. In order to summarize videos or shots, we
exploit a scene tree construction technique proposed in,20 and extend it to STRG data model. SUMMARY()
requires three parameters as input, i.e., source object (a set of frames, shots or videos), summary level (L), and
summary length (Tlen). It returns a set of frames which is a summary without loss of original semantics. The
detailed algorithm for the summarization can be seen in.20
Q4: Summarize  a  video id = 1 with Level = 1 and Tlen = 0.9
SELECT  SUMMARY(v.shots , 1, 0.9)  FROM  v in Video WHERE  v.v_id = 1;
Q4 returns the summary of a video. Moreover, it can be used in FROM and WHERE clauses to reduce the
processing time.
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4.2 Supported Query Types
In this section, we present two main query types that STRG-QL supports; Query by Feature (QBF), and Query
by Example (QBE). While QBF is the basic query type which is compatible to ODMG OQL, QBE supports a
query with a sample video clip. We provide some examples of each query type.
4.2.1 Query By Feature
This type of query is used to retrieve salient objects from database that satisfy the conditions given by feature
values. Since the query uses feature values of objects in database, it is fully compatible to a standard OQL. A
typical example of QBF is given below:
Q5: Find moving objects  of a ll OGs of which node has  the  following tra jectory: ( [10,60], 
[30,60], [50,60], [70,60], [90,60], [110,60] )
SELECT o.o_id FROM o in OGs  WHERE GED(o.nodes , se t(s truct Node{ [10,60], nil, nil }, 
s truct Node{ [30,60], nil, nil }, ………, s truct Node{ [110,60], nill, nil } ))  < ;
In this query, a set of Nodes is constructed from given feature values by following the locations of the
moving object. The constructed nodes are compared to each OGs.nodes to ﬁnd salient objects. However, it is
inconvenient to make a query statement using feature values. Sometimes, it is not possible to make an appropriate
query statement from given conditions. In order to address this, we propose more convenient query type using
examples.
4.2.2 Query By Example
Query By Example (QBE) was developed by IBM in the 1970s to help users in their retrieval of information
from the database using query templets.21 We employ the idea of QBE to address the limitation of QBF. QBE
makes users retrieve data using a sample video clip. In other words, a sample video clip instead of feature values
is given to a query. To support a query video, the FROM expression in OQL grammar is extended as follows.
<from_clause> := <variable_name> IN <express ion>
| <va riable_name> IN <express ion>, <from_clause>
| <va riable_name> IN <express ion> OF <videolis t>
<videolis t> := [<videolis t> ‘,’] <name>
<name> :=  '[A-Za-z][A-Za-z0-9_#]*'
The query videos are assigned to OF clause. When a query has multiple videos, a comma is used as the
separator. If OF clause is recognized in a compile time, a query processor creates temporary objects for a query
video (i.e., tmpVideos, tmpShots, tmpOGs and tmpBGs) using STRG data model in memory. During the
query execution phase, each data object is extracted from the query videos before retrieval. The temporary
objects are removed from the memory after the query is completed. The temporary objects, tmpVideos,
tmpShots, tmpOGs and tmpBGs, are inherited from Videos, Shots, OGs and BGs, respectively.
Q6: Find moving objects  of OGs in a  video with v_id = 1 whose  moving pa tterns  and 
background a re  the  same as  moving objects  and background in a  given video clip (query.avi) 
SELECT  o.o_id FROM  v in Videos ,  o in OGs, q in tmpOGs of ‘que ry.avi’  
WHERE  v_id = 1 and o.shot in v.shots  and GED(o.nodes , q.nodes) <  
      and  GDM(o.shot.bg, q.shot.bg) < ;
In Q6, all moving objects in a query video (i.e., ‘query.avi’) are ﬁrst extracted by STRG producing module,
and will be stored at tmpOG as OG an type. Then, the remaining query is processed like a normal query.
Other STRG objects, such as tmpVideo, tmpShot, and tmpBG, can be created in memory if needed.
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5. STRG QUERY PROCESSING
An STRG-QL query is processed in the query processor to retrieve data from a database. Figure 4 (a) shows
four main phases of STRG query processing: query recognition, query decomposition, query optimization, and
query execution. Query recognition performs syntactic and semantic checks of input query, and generates a parse
tree. Query decomposition constructs a query tree from a parse tree using algebra expressions. The query tree
is optimized for an eﬃcient execution in query optimization phase. Finally, the query execution retrieves the
data in database according to the execution plan. A set of results is returned to the user who requested the
query. Among query processing phases, the most important one is the query optimization since it determines
the overall performance of STRG query processing. In this section, we focus on the query optimization strategy,
i.e., a rule-based optimization strategy of STRG-QL is discussed.
Query Decompos ition
Query Optimization
Query Recognition
Query Execution Database
Query
Query Results
Algebra  express ion
Execution Plan
Parse  Tree

v (Videos)
v_id=1 o  (OGs)
o.shot in v.shots q (tmpOGs)
GDM(o.shot.bg, q.shot.bg) <  
GED(o.nodes , q.nodes) < 
o_id

 
(a) STRG Query processing phases (b) Execution plan of Q7
Figure 4. STRG Query processing phases and an example of execution plan
A query optimization is the activity of choosing an eﬃcient execution strategy for processing a given query.
Since STRG data model deals with video data which have the hierarchical characteristics, such as video, shot,
and frame, we need a diﬀerent strategy to process STRG-QL. For example, suppose that a query includes
two join operations such as video to video or frame to frame levels. A conventional query processing uses
statistical information to reduce the cost of these operations. However, video level operations can be processed
in advance without investigating additional information because videos always have lower cardinality than frames
do. Therefore, using logical and hierarchical structure of a video not only saves the cost of a query optimization,
but improves performance of a query execution. The rules of query optimization in STRG-QL are as follows:
Rule 1: Perform the selection operation as early as possible. Like other query optimization, selection
can reduce the cardinality of object. Therefore, it makes sense to move the selection operations as far down
the tree as possible.
Rule 2: Perform the operations related to OGs after all operations related to Video and Shot
operation. Since OG is an object with high cardinality, OG should be cascaded before it is processed. In
order to do this, Rule 2 moves the operations related to OG later than others.
Rule 3: Perform extended operations of STRG-QL as late as possible. In general, the extended
functions of STRG-QL (i.e., GDM(), GED(), and SUMMARY()) mentioned in Section 4.1 have a signiﬁcant
amount of processing compared with conventional operations of OQL. Therefore, it is better to perform
them as late as possible to reduce the cost of extended functions.
Rule 4: Use STRG-Index for the operations related to Shot, BG and OG. In order to avoid a sequential
scanning in selection, and cartesian product in join operation, we use an STRG-Index mentioned in previous
subsection.
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Using the above rules, we build an execution plan for the example query Q6 in Section 4. First, Q6 query is
decomposed into the following subqueries:
• Subquery 1: v id = 1 and o.shot in v.shots
• Subquery 2: GED(o.nodes, q.nodes) < ε
• Subquery 3: GDM(o.shots.bg, q.shots.bg) < δ
By Rules 1 and 2, Subquery 1 is executed ﬁrst. Then, Subquery 3 performs a join operation with GDM() between
the output of Subquery 1 and q (tmpOGs) according to Rule 3. Subquery 2 is carried out after Subquery 3
because of Rule 2. Figure 4 (b) shows the execution plan constructed by our rule-based query optimization. For
the selection (σ) and the join operations (), two STRG-Index for v and q can be used for more eﬃcient query
processing.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we conduct some evaluations of the proposed STRG-QL and its processing as follows:
• The performance of proposed functions (GDM() and GED()).
• The performance of a rule-based optimization strategy.
• The overall retrieval accuracy for STRG-QL.
To assess these, we employ recall/precision, computation time, and disk access. We compare queries with and
without the STRG-Index using the computation time. Also, we compare queries with and without the rule-based
optimization using the number of disk accesses.
We implement a middleware which supports STRG-QL. If a query processor recognizes any STRG-QL speciﬁc
expression during a query recognition phase, a given query is processed in the middleware. Otherwise, the query
is processed as a normal OQL query. We use the same query examples mentioned throughout this paper, and
modify some of them when needed. All experiments are performed on an Intel Pentium IV 2.6 GHz CPU using
Java.
Table 2. Description of real video data set
Type Name Dura tion(hh:mm:ss)
Drama Silk S talking 00:10:24
S itcom Friends 00:10:22
Talk Show Divorce   Court 00:11:11
S i-Fi S ta r Trek 00:12:27
Group
Produced
Video
Indoor
Indoor
Outdoor
Outdoor
Surve illance
Video
Laboratory 1
Laboratory 2
Tra ffic 1
Tra ffic 2
40:38:02
04:12:24
00:15:08
00:12:48
Number
of Shots
96
117
161
112
1
1
1
1
Complexity of
Object Motion
Very Low
Low
Very Low
Low
High
High
Very High
Very High
Tota l 46:02:46 490
Number
of OGs
151
289
197
298
411
147
195
203
1891
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Figure 5. Performance of STRG-QL: (a) GDM() and GED(), (b) STRG-QL Optimization, and (c) Accuracy
6.1 Data Sets
We use both synthetic data and real video streams in our experiments.
Synthetic data set: To demonstrate the performance of the proposed functions and STRG-Index in various
ways, the synthetic data is generated and used for the experiments. The synthetic data include only OGs because
it is not practical to synthesize a whole STRG. Since an OG is a type of time-series data, we generate new data
by combining the Pelleg data set22 which is widely used to test clustering algorithms, with the Vlachos data
set23 which is 2-D time-series data with noise. Our synthetic data is generated as follows. First, we design 48
moving patterns: vertical (12), horizontal (12), diagonal (8) and U-turn (16). Each pattern has two directions,
diﬀerent size of objects and various time lengths. Second, we generate time-series data by following the approach
described in.22 Here, the data set has 48 moving patterns and is distributed by Gaussian with σ = 5. Third, we
add some noise to each data point based on the work in.23 Finally, the generated data is converted to object
graphs using the nodes, temporal edges, and their attribute values.
Real video data set: To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach, the real data set consists of two
diﬀerent groups: the ﬁrst group has the produced videos, and the other has the surveillance videos. Table 2
shows the description of the real video data used in the experiment. For the produced videos, we choose four
video clips from,20 which have various types of content and shot changes. The surveillance videos are taken from
the inside of a laboratory (Laboratory 1, 2) and outside for traﬃc scenes (Traﬃc 1, 2). As seen in Table 2, while
the produced videos have various types of shot changes and simple object motions, the surveillance videos have
complex patterns of object motions without shot change. Our video data set is about 46 hours, which is long
enough to evaluate the proposed algorithms.
6.2 Performance of STRG-QL
We ﬁrst evaluate the performance of the proposed graph operational functions (GDM() and GED()) on the
synthetic data set, which are the main features to decide the performance of STRG-QL. Example query Q2
and Q3 are used for the evaluation of GDM() and GED(), respectively, since Q2 and Q3 have those functions.
Figure 5 (a) shows the precision-recall values for two queries. The precision of Q2 (GDM()) is over 60% over any
values of recall. And, the precision of Q3 (GED()) is over 80% over any values of recall. These indicate that the
proposed functions (GDM() and GED()) are the optimal in ﬁnding similar objects. The accuracy of GDM() is
a little less than that of GED() since GDM() is designed for general purpose.
Figure 5 (b) shows the number of disk accesses to validate the eﬃciency of the rule-based query optimization.
We use the same k-NN query in the previous subsection. We count the number of disk accesses when a query is
executed with and without the query optimization. As seen in the ﬁgure, the rule-based query optimization can
reduce the signiﬁcant number of disk accesses, which makes the performance of STRG-QL better.
To demonstrate the overall accuracy of STRG-QL and its query processing, we use the real videos in Table 2.
First, all the videos are parsed as STRG, and the outputs are stored at the repository as the forms of STRG data
model, i.e., Video, Shot, OG and BG. The ﬁfth and sixth columns of Table 2 indicate the number of detected
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a,
SELECT o.o_id FROM o in OGs, q in tmpOGs of ‘query.avi’  
WHERE GED(o.nodes , q.nodes) <   and GDM(o.shot.bg, q.shot.bg) <   and rownum < k
ORDER BY GED(o.nodes , q.nodes) as ce;
Shots and OGs, respectively. We use a k-NN query which is an extension of the example query Q6. The k-NN
query can be expressed by STRG-QL where k is the returned data, ε = 0.1 and δ = 0.1 as follows.
Two query videos are selected from the database; the ﬁrst query video is from a surveillance group, and the
second is from a produced group in Table 2. The results are veriﬁed with the ground truth. As seen in Figure 5
(c), we observe that the precision of the ﬁrst query is over 80%, and that of the second query is over 70% at any
values of recall. In other words, the proposed STRG-QL provides consistent accuracy for various video types.
Figure 6 shows results of the ﬁrst query when k = 2. The ﬁrst row shows some selected frames of the query
video. Two matched videos are in the second and third rows. As seen in Figure 6, STRG-QL is able to ﬁnd the
objects with similar moving patterns.
Query Video
1st Matched 
Video
2nd Matched 
Video
Figure 6. Result of k-NN query using STRG-QL (k=2)
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we introduce a graph-based query language (STRG-QL), and its query processing for content-based
video retrieval system. In order to develop a general-purpose video query language, ﬁrst we model video data
using Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG). Based on the STRG data model, we propose a new graph-based
query language named STRG-QL, which supports various types of video queries. To process the STRG-QL,
we introduce a rule-based query optimization which considers the characteristics of video data. Some query
examples are provided to illustrate STRG-QL and its query processing. We have developed a system, called
Graph-based Video Database Management System (GVDBMS) using the proposed approaches. Experimental
results on both synthetic data and real video streams show the proposed approaches are promising.
Future work is directed towards improving the graph operational functions in terms of accuracy. We are also
planning to exploit Ontology techniques24 to support a query by concept.
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